
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Connection with Unit Theme:  To complement the small group study Living with Hope 

in a Broken World, this sermon covers Jesus’ call of Levi (Matthew). Levi lived a life of 

hopelessness. But hope, in the form of Jesus, entered his life and invited him into a 

relationship. Levi expressed hope by following Jesus and then invited others to do the 

same.  

Introduction: It’s not hard to spot someone who has hope. His face betrays him. The 

smile there is genuine. When difficulties come his way, he meets them with courage 

and optimism. He gladly aids others in distress without fear that doing so will diminish 

his spirit. People near him quickly notice his attitude and his perspective. While some 

may find his hope to be naïve, unrealistic, even repulsive, others are attracted to it. His 

enthusiasm is contagious and rare. 

No one would have used these descriptors for Levi. He was not a hopeful person. He 

went to work each day expecting that nothing had changed or that it ever would. There 

was no reason to think otherwise. His role as a tax collector for the intrusive Roman 

government caused his countrymen to treat him with disdain. People did not enjoy 

being around him. 

That’s why it was so surprising when, one day, Jesus approached him and said, “Follow 

me.” 

1. Levi listened to Jesus. “Follow me.” (Luke 5:27) 

When he heard Jesus’ call to follow him, Levi might very well have assumed that 

Jesus was talking to someone else. That’s what people without hope do when 

someone calls their name. They dare not consider the possibility that they could 

be the object of someone’s attention, especially not someone of Jesus’ stature. 

The disappointment would be too hard to bear. 

Levi was accustomed to the words Jesus said that day. Soldiers regularly gave 

him those orders. The destination they had in mind was never pleasant – a family 

to harass because of late tax payments or a meeting with his Roman superior 

who wanted to know why he had not met his quota. “Follow me” rarely produced 

a positive outcome.  

But for some reason, Levi listened to Jesus. It wasn’t so much a command. Nor 

was it a question. It was an invitation. There was something about the tone in 
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Jesus’ voice that sparked curiosity, maybe even a spark of hope. Levi took a risk. 

He listened. 

2. Levi made sacrifices for Jesus. “he left all” (Luke 5:28) 

Levi’s lack of hope was likely the reason that he was in this position. Few people 

would accept the job. Only those with nothing to lose – those with no hope – 

would consider the possibility. Who else would willingly accept a job that made 

you a traitor to your people, that made you the brunt of people’s jokes? Only 

someone who had nothing to lose. 

In a sense then, when Levi “left all,” he risked nothing. At least, it felt that way. 

He was not leaving anything he valued. His employers might not have agreed 

with his assessment. Since they ruled the area, they could have taken what little 

Levi still possessed – his freedom, even his life. 

The possibility of hope will make people do seemingly foolish actions. Why else 

would cancer patients allow doctors to inflict them with painful, humiliating 

treatments? Why else would couples plan a marriage or a family knowing they 

cannot afford either? Why else would people leave the promise of lucrative 

careers to become missionaries? Hope is the only reason.  

Sacrificing what you have for even the possibility of something better is always 

the right move when Jesus is the One calling. 

3. Levi introduced others to Jesus. “great company of publicans” (Luke 5:29) 

Levi’s first action after beginning his life of following Jesus was to invite others to 

do the same. He knew these people. They were just as devoid of hope as he had 

been. People who have hope express it best by offering it to others. 

Sharing hope does not diminish the amount available nor does it lessen your 

own. Getting around people who have hope serves to magnify your own. You 

start to see the possibility that you can have a positive impact on someone else’s 

life. Your hope gets multiplied as you see the realization in other’s eyes that their 

lives can be different, better. 

Levi convened this party before Jesus had done anything tangible for him. Jesus 

hadn’t taught him anything, done any miracles, provided any resources, or given 

any evidence of His divine identity. Jesus had done only one essential thing for 

Levi. He gave Levi hope. It was enough. 

Conclusion: What Jesus gave Levi, he passed to others. What a gift! No gift is more 

precious or more unattainable through traditional means. It is a gift however that any 

Jesus-follower can pass to a friend, a neighbor, or a stranger. Hope comes from an 

introduction to Jesus and an invitation to follow Him. 

People can find respite from their daily struggles through many means. Alcohol. 

Activities. Promotions. Relationships. Hope, however, does more than provide 
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temporary relief. It provides something permanent, something solid, something 

meaningful. There is no substitute and there is no other source but Jesus.  
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